
Fast Track Funding
Streamlining the funding pipeline

Speed up

Today, you might submit a batch at the end of the day with 
all of your day’s transactions, and though you know the 
money will eventually be in your account, it won’t arrive for 
another day or two. This kind of delay could be holding you 
back from managing your business or having full control 
over your cash flow planning. 

Speed up your cash flow by opting for Fast Track Funding. 
Through this solution, we can fund you within one business 
day of your batch submission. This service fast tracks your 
funds so your funds are delivered before you need them.

Cash flow in any small business 
is huge. I know exactly what units 
I can pay off and what needs 
to wait. I know exactly where 
we’re at. It gives you a lot more 
confidence when you come 
through the door, knowing exactly 
where you’re at in your bank 
account, you don’t have to guess.

— General Manager, Experience Powersports



The value of time

We understand that your time is valuable, 
and managing your cash flow can be quite 
timeconsuming. Fast Track Funding gives you 
the peace of mind and guarantee that your funds 
will be deposited when you need them. No 
guessing the exact hour of arrival or wondering if 
the funds will arrive before a withdrawal hits your 
account. We’ll take care of the timing so you can 
focus on running your business.

How Fast Track Funding works

When you opt for Fast Track Funding we put your funds 
into a specialized fast lane with the Federal Reserve 
that speeds up the normal funding process. Using this 
fast lane, you can submit a batch each day before 6 
a.m. ET with transactions totaling up to $100,000 and 
be eligible for Fast Track Funding. This means that you 
can submit your batch late Monday night after your 
business closes, and you’ll have your funds deposited 
into your account by 5 p.m. local time on Tuesday 
rather than having to wait until Wednesday.
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Time is money, 
so why wait?
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